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Abstract— As an increasingly prevalent technology in intel-
ligent autonomous transportation systems, autonomous vehicle
platoon has been indicated the ability to significantly reduce fuel
consumption as well as heighten highway safety and throughput.
However, existing efforts rarely focus on protecting data confi-
dentiality and authenticity in autonomous vehicle platoons. How
to ensure secure and high-fidelity platoon-level communication is
still in its infancy. This paper makes the first attempt for efficient
and secure communication across autonomous vehicle platoons.
Specifically, we present PDSM-FC, the first privacy-preserving
data share mechanism with flexible cross-domain authorization
over distinctive platoons. The key insight of PDSM-FC is the
design of a new ciphertext conversion technique, which allows a
ciphertext to be easily converted into another type of ciphertext,
facilitating efficient access by all entities holding the legitimate
authorization. As a result, PDSM-FC can achieve high-fidelity
data communication between two unique platoons in ciphertext,
so as to complete specific tasks including platoon integration.
Rigorous security analysis shows that PDSM-FC is secure against
various attacks such as collusion, forgery and chosen-plaintext
attacks. Moreover, theoretical evaluation and extensive experi-
ments demonstrate the practicability of PDSM-FC in terms of
functionality, storage and computation overheads.

Index Terms— Autonomous vehicle, authenticity, high-fidelity,
cross-domain authorization.

I. INTRODUCTION

THE fast advancement of 5G, wireless communica-
tion, sensing, and artificial intelligence technologies has

significantly accelerated the transition from traditional man-
ual vehicle systems to intelligent autonomous transporta-
tion systems [1]–[3]. Many industrial giants have released
mature autonomous driving products to our daily life, such
as Tesla Autopilot system [4], Google Waymo vehicle [5],
and Baidu Apollo platform [6]. As one of the most promising
autonomous vehicle technologies, vehicle platooning not only
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realizes groups of close-following vehicles (called platoon or
convoy) driving together with low headway, but also facilitates
information sharing and dissemination among autonomous
vehicles. A vehicle platooning scenario generally includes
two common tasks: (1) maintaining a reasonable shape of
a platoon. This starts with the platoon leader (PL) sending
to its platoon followers (PFs) a series of data, including
around-turning, braking, and deceleration, and then PFs follow
the instructions to maintain the desired formation. (2) Con-
solidating two platoons to reduce road redundancy, thereby
increasing the traffic throughput [7]–[9]. To achieve this, the
PL of one platoon is required to share its platoon information
(e.g., platoon identity, platoon size, platoon member) to the
PL of another platoon, which then tells all its PFs to change
the platoon leader as the PL of the first platoon.

Despite the numerous benefits the platooning brings, it has
also raised widespread concern regarding privacy and security
threats [10]–[12]. This can be summarized from two perspec-
tives. First, current platooning systems lack the protection of
data confidentiality and authenticity. For confidentiality, the
interactive information between vehicles, including location
and speed, is often highly sensitive and should only be
accessed by authorized vehicles. Existing data transmission
in plaintext inevitably incurs diversified privacy threats. For
authenticity, each vehicle performs concrete operations accord-
ing to the received instructions (e.g., turning, decelerating,
turning around). Since there is no preset data authenticity
verification strategy, a compromised vehicle is fully capable
of tampering with or forging legal instructions to destroy the
integrity of the mission.

To achieve the protection of data confidentiality and authen-
ticity simultaneously, one possible solution is to combine
the state-of-the-art digital signature techniques with the tra-
ditional encryption mechanisms [13]–[15], which empowers
users to sign-then-encrypt their data. However, this solution
is generally infeasible since heavy computational overheads
are involved and the security cannot be exactly guaranteed
as the respective technologies. An alternative solution is
to utilize conventional signcryption technologies [16]–[18],
which allow users to encrypt and sign their data together,
such that only authorized users can validate their authenticity
and access them. However, most existing signcryption schemes
are computationally inefficient due to the heavy pairing com-
putation operations involved. Hence, how to efficiently guar-
antee the authenticity and confidentiality of data is a prime
challenge.
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Second, it is challenging to realize efficient data commu-
nication between different platoons in ciphertext. Considering
a scenario where there are two platoons (A and B) traveling
on the road with the same direction. At certain moment, these
two platoons are required to merge into one platoon for ease
of the task implementation needs. We assume that platoon B
will be merged into A, and the PL of the merged platoon is the
PL of platoon A (i.e., P L A). To successfully merge platoon B,
P L A needs to share some platoon information (e.g., platoon
id, platoon size, platoon member, platoon location, etc.) with
the PL of platoon B (i.e., P L B ), which then tells all its PFs to
switch the platoon leader to P L A . To preserve the platoon
information privacy, P L A commonly encrypts the platoon
information by some encryption mechanism, e.g., identity-
based encryption (IBE), so that only P L B can read the related
information. To enable sharing platoon A’s information with
the PFs of platoon B in real-time, possible solutions are mainly
originated from the following four strategies.

A. Decryption- Then-Broadcasting

P L B first decrypts all the encrypted platoon information
and then sends it to its PFs in plaintext. Obviously, this
is impractical for P L B since the frequent decryption-then-
broadcasting operations can clearly result in considerable
computation and communication costs. Furthermore, the data
transmission in plaintext can cause privacy leakage risk of
the platoon information. Besides, P L B may first decrypt
all encrypted platoon information and then conduct multiple
encryption operations under different public keys of various
platoon vehicles to realize one-to-many platoon data sharing.
It is clearly inefficient since the computation and communi-
cation costs are linearly growing with the increment of the
number of shared platoon vehicles.

B. Broadcasting With Attached Secret Keys

P L B who can access the original platoon data encrypts its
private key to be shared with all its PFs, such that each of the
authorized vehicle can obtain the private key, thus accessing
the original data. Clearly, this solution is also inadvisable since
the direct exposure of the authorized vehicle’s private key
would result in decryption privilege abuse issues.

C. Proxy Re-Encryption Technology [20]–[25]

P L B implements the conversion of ciphertext of platoon A
for different platoon vehicles in the same public key setting,
such that the converted data can be only accessible by autho-
rized vehicles in the same system. However, this technology
can only transform the ciphertext in one format to another
one in the same ciphertext format [26]–[32], which makes the
vehicles of platoon B in different systems inaccessible to the
ciphertext of platoon A.

D. Cross-Domain Transformation Technology [33]–[35]

This technique enables ciphertext transformation between
various platoon vehicles under the distinct public key settings.
Specifically, it allows P L B to transform the data of platoon A
in one ciphertext format to that in another ciphertext format,

such that the vehicles in platoon B can succeed in accessing
the data of platoon A. However, the existing cross-domain
encryption approaches suffer from either serious system effi-
ciency problems due to the need for secure interaction between
various entities, or vulnerabilities against some malicious
attacks, leading to data privacy risks.

In summary, how to find an efficient solution to achieve
practical and secure data sharing between two various platoons
is unsolved. Driven by the above challenges, this paper designs
the first-ever Privacy-preserving Data Share Mechanism with
Flexible Cross-domain authorization (PDSM-FC) in intelligent
autonomous vehicle platoons. PDSM-FC elegantly incorpo-
rates the privacy-preserving matchmaking encryption technol-
ogy [37] into the cross-domain transformation primitive [36]
to simultaneously realize the authenticity of platoon data and
the cross-platoon data sharing. The main contributions of our
paper are summarized as below:
• Authenticity of shared platoon data. To ensure platoon

A’s data to be authentically shared with PL and PFs
of platoon B, the proposed scheme empowers P L A to
embed a signature related to its identity into the encrypted
platoon data, such that the platoon data get rid of the risks
of being forged, replaced and tampered with.

• Flexible cross-domain authorization. To realize cross-
domain authorization for multiple platoon vehicles via
P L B , the proposed scheme permits P L B to transform the
data in the format of IBE ciphertext to that in the IBBE
cipheretext format, such that multiple PFs of platoon B
have the same privilege as P L B to read the encrypted
platoon data.

• Strong security assurance. To guarantee strong security,
the proposed scheme cannot only block any unautho-
rized access to the platoon data stored in the cloud but
also hamper the disclosure of any useful information
about the platoon data during the whole cross-domain
transformation.

We give detailed security proofs and analysis to indicate that
our proposed PDSM-FC is selectively secure, decryption key
leakage-resistant, and collusion resistant in the oracle model.
Further, we perform extensive experimental evaluations and
comparisons with some related works, to demonstrate the high
practicality and superiority of our approach in transforming the
encrypted platoon data and authorization access.

II. RELATED WORKS

A. Inter/Cross-Domain Data Transformation

The primitive of proxy re-encryption (PRE) was put forward
by Blaze et al. [20], which is used for handling inter-domain
data transformation within the same cryptographic encryption
system. Specifically, PRE enables transforming a ciphertext
produced under Alice’s public key into a ciphertext under
Bob’s public key in the same public key setting. It has been
classified into several categories: unidirectional and bidirec-
tional PRE, non-interactive and interactive PRE, single and
multi-hop PRE. Over the years, a large number of PRE
research works were conducted, to continuously improve the
functionality, efficiency and security. For example, the first
unidirectional PRE was formally formulated by Libert and
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Vergnaud [21] formally formulated the first unidirectional
PRE. Then, Guo et al. [22] introduced the accountability into
the unidirectional PRE scheme to discern the malicious proxy
server that abuses the re-encryption keys. To further enrich the
functionality of PRE, the first identity-based PRE (IBPRE)
was designed via a technical combination of identity-based
encryption (IBE) and PRE by Green and Ateniese [23], which
is commonly considered as an extension of PRE based on
the identity-based setting. To resolve the inefficiency problem,
an IBPRE scheme with constant decryption keys and cipher-
text was invented by Chu and Tzeng [24], whereas it easily
suffers from collusion attacks that lead to the confidentiality-
loss of encrypted data. To combat this security defect,
Liang et al. [25] suggested a cloud-based IBPRE scheme
with revocability. However, for each data transformation,
an interaction between the data owner and the key generation
authority is needed, which practically results in an inefficiency
issue. Xu et al. [26] proposed a conditional identity-based
broadcast proxy re-encryption scheme (IBBE-PRE) by intro-
ducing identity-based broadcast encryption (IBBE) into PRE:
a message attached to the specified receivers’ identities is
encrypted and sent to multiple receivers to decipher and
a re-encryption key can be produced and delegated to a
proxy, which transforms the original ciphertext into a novel
one that can be decrypted by a new set of target receivers.
Besides, PRE was also extended to construct attribute-based
PRE (ABPRE) [27], [28], function-based PRE [29], [30] and
homomorphic PRE [31], [32]. However, these PRE construc-
tions mainly enable the ciphertext conversion in the same
cryptographic encryption proposals instead of realizing the
ciphertext transformation from one format to another format.

To provide cross-domain ciphertext transformation, Mat-
suo [33] proposed a solution to transform a ciphertext of
a public key encryption (PKE) system into that of an IBE
system by incorporating PRE into the linked IBE and PKE.
However, this solution fails to realize the sharing of converted
data with multiple users. Besides, Mizuno and Doi [34]
introduced a unidirectional PRE approach that realizes the
transformation of a ciphertext of an attribute-based encryption
system into that of an IBE system. Nevertheless, it requires
users to securely communicate with each other while storing
some necessary information to conduct the transformation.
Jiang et al. [35] invented a cross-domain ciphertext trans-
formation scheme between a conventional PKE and IBE,
in which each participant requires certificates to authenticate
the legitimacy of each other. Until now, there is no such a
scheme that can realize a ciphertext transformation from a
single-receiever IBE system to a multi-recipient IBBE system
while achieving data authenticity. In this work, we attempt to
invent an encryption transformation scheme with data forgery-
resistance, which achieves data authenticity and flexible cross-
platoon authorization with strong security guarantee for the
vehicle platoon applications.

B. Privacy-Preserving Vehicle Communications

A variety of privacy-preserving solutions have been pro-
posed to protect the vehicle networking systems, e.g., vehicular

TABLE I

NOTATIONS

ad hoc networks (VANETs) and vehicle social networks
(VSN) [39]–[41]. Specifically, these works mainly focus on
three scenarios: (1) cross-vehicle authentication [42], [43];
(2) vehicle-to-vehicle communication [44], [45]; (3) vehicle
platoon splitting [46], [47].

Those works mainly consider the vehicle communication
within the same platoon. Hence, each vehicle participant
holds the same public parameters in a cryptographic system.
Different from these works, we focus on the vehicle pla-
toon merging scenario, which involves communication across
different platoons. Vehicles in each platoon have their own
independent cryptographic public parameters, even if the same
cryptographic primitive is used. This brings a couple of new
challenges to design privacy-preserving solutions. (1) Exist-
ing solutions cannot be directly applied to the cross-platoon
vehicle-to-vehicle communication in vehicle platoon merg-
ing since the distinct communication protocols are possibly
adopted in different vehicle platoons. (2) The cross-domain
transformation technology enables secure vehicle-to-vehicle
communication between various platoon vehicles under the
distinct public key settings. However, existing cross-domain
encryption approaches suffer from serious efficiency problems
due to the need for secure interactions between various entities.
Motivated by these challenges, the goal of this paper is to
design a practical solution customized for the specific cross-
platoon communication scenario with high security and effi-
ciency while preserving data confidentiality and authenticity
during the whole communication. To this end, we adopt the
privacy-preserving matchmaking encryption technology and
the cross-domain transformation primitive for simultaneously
realizing the platoon data authenticity and the cross-platoon
vehicle-to-vehicle communication.

III. PRELIMINARIES AND PROBLEM STATEMENT

In this section, we first introduce the basic knowledge for
our proposed methodology, including bilinear maps and com-
plexity assumptions. We also present the problem statement
involving the system architecture, threat model. Table I shows
the notations used in our methodology.

A. Bilinear Maps and Complexity Assumptions

Definition 1 (Bilinear Maps): Consider two multiplicative
cyclic groups G0 and G1 with the same order p, where g is a
random generator of group G0. The bilinear map relationship
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for G0 and G1 is defined as e : G0 × G0 → G1, which
has the following properties: (1) e(vx , hy) = e(v, h)xy , where
v, h ∈ G0, x, y ∈ Zp. (2) e(g, g) �= 1.

Definition 2 (Bilinear Diffie-Hellman (BDH) Assumption):
Given a BDH instance (P, Px , Py, Pz), where P is a random
element of G0, it is intractable to compute Z = e(P, P)xyz.

Definition 3 (Sequence Diffie-Hellman (SDH) Assumption):
Given an �-SDH instance (g0, gθ

0 , gθ2

0 , . . . , gθ�

0 , ρ), it is
difficult to get the result g1/(θ+ρ)

0 .
Definition 4 (Generic Decisional Diffie-Hellman Exponen-

tiation (GDDHE) Assumption): Given a GDDHE instance
(gθ

0 , . . . , gθ�−1

0 , gθP(θ)
0 , gr1θP(θ)

0 , u0, uθ
0, . . . , uθ2k

0 , ur1θQ(θ)
0 ,

g0,Z) of GDDHE assumption, it is hard to decide
Z = e(g0, u0)

r1P(θ), or a random element of G1, where two
different generators g0, u0 of cyclic group G0 are set and two
polynomials P(x) = ∏�

i=1(x + ρi ),Q(x) = ∏�+k
i=�+1(x + ρi )

own various roots.

B. Outline of PDSM-FC Scheme

Our PDSM-FC is constructed by the following algorithms:
• Setup (1λ, �): Input a security parameter 1λ and the

allowed maximum number � of users to simultaneously
access some data, output a system public parameter pp
and a system master secret key msk.

• EKGen (id∗, msk): Input pp, msk and an identity id∗,
output an encryption key ekid∗ .

• SKGen (pp, msk, id): Input pp, msk and an identity id,
output a secret key skid.

• Encrypt (pp, M , id, ekid∗): Input pp, ekid∗ , the message
M and an identity id, output an IBE ciphertext ctid.

• Authorize (pp, skid, S): Input pp, skid and the iden-
tity set S of data receivers, output an authorized token
atid→S .

• Transform (pp, atid→S , ctid): Input pp, atid→S and ctid,
output a new transformed IBBE ciphertexts ctS .

• Decrypt (pp, ctid/ctS , skid�): Input pp, ctid/ctS and
skid� , output M if id = id� or id� ∈ S, and ⊥ otherwise.

Correctness: For an IBE ciphertext, ctid ← Encrypt(pp,
M , id, ekid∗) and skid� ← SKGen(pp, msk, id�). If id = id�,
the decryption algorithm can recover M ← Decrypt(pp,
ctid, skid� ). For an IBBE ciphertext, ctS ← Transform(pp,
atid→S , ctid), where ctid ← Encrypt(pp, M , id, ekid∗ ),
atid→S ← Authorize(pp, skid, S) and any secret key skid� ←
SKGen(pp, msk, id�). If id� ∈ S, the decryption algorithm can
recover M ← Decrypt(pp, ctS , skid� ).

C. System Architecture

Fig. 1 shows the architecture of vehicle platoon management
with our PDSM-FC, which involves four types of participants:
data owners, data users, vehicle cloud server unit (VSU),
registry authority (RA). Data owners and users are vehicle
platoon clients. RA (such as IT center of vehicle authority) is a
fully reliable entity that takes charge of initializing the system,
generating the public parameters for the other system entities,
and issuing secret keys for clients to complete user registration.
The data owner is the platoon leader who is responsible for
sharing the platoon information, such as platoon location,

Fig. 1. System architecture of vehicle platoon management.

identity, size, etc., with platoon users of other vehicle platoons.
Data users are vehicle platoon users who are responsible for
receiving and performing the order of platoon management
via the shared data from data owners. VSU has two major
capabilities: (i) the storage service is rendered for clients
to store platoon information. (ii) the computation service is
accommodated for clients to transform the stored vehicle
platoon data in one ciphertext format into that in another
ciphertext format.

To successfully merge a new platoon, data owner (P L A)
outsources its platoon information with a data user (P L B ),
which subsequently transfers the platoon A’s information to its
PFs for performing the merging task. Specifically, to preserve
the privacy of its platoon information, P L A encrypts its
data with an IBE scheme and then outsources the encrypted
data to VSU for sharing with P L B for ease of platoon
merging. To better perform merging of these two platoons,
P L B requires to share the data with its PFs. In this way,
P L B creates an authorization token and sends it to VSU
for transforming the IBE ciphertext format into an IBBE
ciphertext format, such that the PFs can recover and capture
the data of P L A . In this way, the IBE ciphertext of P L A

formerly accessible to only P L B can be authorized to the PFs
of platoon B for access.

D. Threat Model and Security Requirements

In our PDSM-FC scheme, we consider four main types
of attacks against the vehicle platoon scenario. Specifically,
(1) the honest-but-curious vehicle cloud server or malicious
vehicle platoon clients may impersonate legitimate vehicle
platoon users to access the stored data for snooping the data
privacy. (2) The malicious vehicle users may collude with
the authorized users or cloud server to generate or recover a
legitimate secret key for the authorization token generation.
(3) The malicious users who launch forgery attacks try to
eavesdrop, forge or edit the encrypted data to undermine the
data originality. (4) The authorized platoon users may delegate
its entire private key to other users for some benefit interests or
other purpose. For the consideration of the above attacks, our
PDSM-FC should at least reach the following security goals:
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• Platoon data confidentiality. The encrypted platoon data
can only be accessible by authorized platoon users who
hold the correct decryption key, while any illegal user or
cloud server cannot read or learn the actual contents of
encrypted platoon data.

• Platoon data authenticity. The encrypted platoon data
cannot be forged or edited by malicious system users
unless it has legitimate encryption keys.

• Controllable proxy transformation. Only the data that
have been authorized a legitimate authorization token can
be transformed from one-to-one IBE ciphertext format
to one-to-many IBBE ciphertext format by the cloud
server. Besides, any non-authorization users and the cloud
server cannot collaborate with the counterpart to produce
a legitimate authorization token.

E. Security Definitions of PDSM-FC

In this section, the formal security definitions are used
for realizing the indistinguishability against chosen-plaintext
attacks launched by unauthorized vehicle users and the curious
vehicle cloud server, the decryption key leakage-resistance
against collusion attacks sent by authorized vehicle users and
cloud server, and the unforgeability against forgery attacks
launched by malicious vehicle users. We define the following
security games:

Definition 5 (Indistinguishability Against Chosen-Plaintext
Attacks (IND-CPA)): The PDSM-FC scheme is secure against
chosen plaintext attacks if A owns the negligible advantage in
wining the following game. The advantage of A is defined as
AdvA = |Pr [β = β �] − 1/2|.
• Setup: An intended identity id∗ is picked and sent to the

challenger B, which then performs the Setup algorithm
to create the public parameters pp and system master
secret key msk. Afterwards, pp is given to the adversary
A and msk is kept secretly in its hand.

• Phases 1 & 2: The queries as follows can be made by
A to B:

– Secret key queries OSKGen: Secret keys for any
user with its identity idi can be queried by A.
As a response, B performs the SKGen algorithm
to produce a secret key skidi for A.

– Authorization token queries OAuthorize: Authoriza-
tion tokens can be asked if an identity idi and a set
Si of identities are submitted to B. Then, B checks
whether a secret key is produced for idi . If not,
B first creates a secret key skidi and then implements
Authorize(pp, skid,S) to generate an authorization
token akidi→Si .

• Challenge: A picks two equal-length messages M0 and
M1, and sends them to B. It is deserved that the secret key
for id∗ is not queried and either a search token akid∗→Si

or a secret key skidi is queried. B flips a coin β to
encode Mβ , where β ∈ {0, 1} and returns a ciphertext
ct to A.

• Guess: A guess β � ∈ {0, 1} is given to B and A wins this
game if β = β �.

Definition 6 (Decryption Key Leakage-Resistance Against
Collusion Attacks (LR-CA)): The PDSM-FC scheme is secure

against collusion attacks if A has the negligible advantage in
wining the following game. The advantage of A is defined as
AdvA = |Pr [sk�id = skid∗ ] − 1/2|.
• Setup: B carries out the Setup algorithm to create the

public parameters pp and system master secret key msk.
Then, pp is given to A and msk is kept secretly in its
hand.

• Phases 1 & 2: The identity id∗ is sent and the queries as
below can be made by A to B:

– Secret key queries OSKGen: The same as that of
Definition 5.

– Authorization token queries OAuthorize: The same as
that of Definition 5.

• Challenge: A outputs a secret key sk�id related to id∗.
• Guess: A wins this game if the following restrictions are

satisfied: sk�id = skid∗ and the secret key id∗ is never
queried.

Definition 7 (Unforgeability Against Forgery Attacks
(UNF-FA)): The PDSM-FC scheme achieves authenticity if
the BDH instance holds.
• Setup: B conducts the Setup algorithm to create the

public parameters pp and system master secret key msk.
Then, it sends pp to A and keeps msk in its hand.

• Oracle Queries: The queries of encryption keys and
secret keys are issued by A, and B performs the EKGen
& SKGen algorithms to create and send skid� and ekid� .
To generate the corresponding keys, the following hash
functions H0, H1, H4 are formalized as random oracles.
Specifically:

– Encryption key queries OEKGen: Let idi denote the
input of the oracle EKGen. B performs the EKGen
algorithm and returns ekid� .

– Secret key queries OSKGen: Almost the same as that
of Definition 5. Note that only partial secret keys
are required to produce in this game.

• Forgery: A forges a valid forgery (ct, id, id∗) if for ekid�
obtained by A it satisfies that id� = id∗, and moreover id
is not held by A.

IV. CONSTRUCTION

This section first presents the details of our concrete con-
struction. Then, the deployment of PDSM-FC in the vehicle
platoon merging application is elaborately described to achieve
secure cross-platoon data sharing.

A. Concrete Construction

Our construction is invented based on the idea of matchmak-
ing encryption approach and cross-domain ciphertext transfor-
mation technique. The following is the details of the designed
algorithms:
• Setup (1λ, �): Input a security parameter 1λ

and the allowed maximum number � of users to
simultaneously access some data, it first chooses
a bilinear map group B = (G0, G1, e, p), where
e : G0 × G0 → G1 and G0, G1 are two cyclic groups
with the same prime order p. Next, it picks a random
generator g ∈ G0, θ, x, y ∈ Z∗p , v, u, P, Q ∈ G0
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and computes P0 = Px , Q0 = Qy, g1 = gθ ,
vθ , uθ , uθ2

, . . . , uθ�
. After that, it selects five hash

functions H0 : {0, 1}∗ → G0, H1 : {0, 1}∗ → G0,
H2 : {0, 1}∗ → Z∗p , H3 : G1 → G0 and H4 : G1 → G1.
It finally outputs a system public parameter pp =
(g1, v, vθ , u, uθ , uθ2

, . . . , uθ�
, P, P0, Q, Q0, {Hi }i∈[0,4],

e(g, u)) and a system master secret key msk =
(g, θ, x, y).

• EKGen (id∗, msk): Input pp, msk and an identity id∗,
it outputs an encryption key ekid∗ = H1(id

∗)y .
• SKGen (pp, msk, id): Input pp, msk and an identity

id, it outputs a secret key skid = (sk0
id, sk1

id, sk2
id, sk3

id),

where sk0
id = g

1
θ+H2(id) , sk1

id = H0(id)x , sk2
id =

H0(id)y, sk3
id = H0(id).

• Encrypt (pp, M , id, ekid∗): Input pp, ekid∗ , the message
M and an identity id, it first chooses r0, r1 ∈ Z∗p
and computes R0 = Pr0 , R1 = Pr1 . Next, it computes
kR = e(H0(id), Pr1

0 ) and kS = e(H0(id), R0 · ekid∗).
It also computes c0 = M · e(g, u)r1 ⊕ H4(kR)⊕ H4(kS),
c1 = ur1(θ+H2(id)), c2 = vr1(θ+H2(id)). Finally, it outputs
an IBE ciphertext ctid = (c0, c1, c2, R0, R1).

• Authorize (pp, skid, S): Input pp, skid and the identity
set S of data receivers, where S = {idi }n≤�

i=1 , it first picks

s, t ∈ Zp and computes s1 = g−s
1 , s2 = u

s
n∏

i=1
(θ+H2(idi ))

,
s3 = H3(e(g, u)s) · ut , s4 = sk0

id · v−t , s5 = sk1
id, s6 =

sk2
id, s7 = sk3

id. Finally, it outputs an authorized token
atid→S = (s1 . . . , s7).

• Transform (pp, atid→S , ctid): Input pp, atid→S =
(s1 . . . , s7) and ctid = (c0, c1, c2, R0, R1), it first com-
putes kR = e(s5, R1), kS = e(s6, H1(id

∗)) · e(s7, R0) and
c�0 = c0 ⊕ H4(kR) ⊕ H4(kS). Next, it sets c�1 = s1, c�2 =
s2, c�3 = s3, c�4 = c2 and computes c�5 = c�0/e(c1, s4) =
M · e(ur1(θ+H2(id)), v t ). Finally, it outputs a transformed
IBBE ciphertext ctS = (c�1, . . . , c�5).

• Decrypt (pp, ctid/ctS , skid�): Input pp, ctid/ctS and
skid� , it outputs M if id = id� or id� ∈ S, and otherwise
it returns ⊥. Specifically,

– If the ciphertext is an IBE ciphertext ctid =
(c0, c1, c2, R0, R1) and id = id�, it first computes
kR = e(sk1

id, R1), kS = e(sk2
id, H1(id∗)) · e(sk3

id, R0)
and c�0 = c0⊕H4(kR)⊕H4(kS). Next, it recovers M
by computing M = c�0/e(sk1

id, c1).
– If the ciphertext is an IBBE ciphertext ctS =

(c�0, . . . , c�5) and idi ∈ S, it first computes A =

(e(c�1, u�i,S (θ)) · e(sk0
idi

, c�2))

1
n∏

k=1,k �=i
H2(idk )

and B =
ut = c�3/H3(A), where �i,S (θ) = 1

θ (
n∏

k=1,k �=i
(θ +

H2(idk))−
n∏

k=1,k �=i
H2(idk)). Next, it recovers M by

counting M = c�5/e(B, c�4).

B. Deployment of PDSM-FC in Vehicle Platoon Merging

Consider the scenario that two vehicle platoons (A and B)
plan to merge into one platoon. The PL of Platoon A (P L A)

Fig. 2. System initialization.

Fig. 3. Platoon data uploading.

Fig. 4. Platoon data transformation.

is still the PL of the new platoon. Four phases are involved
in the the process of secure data sharing for completing the
platoon merging in PDSM-FC: System Initialization, Platoon
Data Uploading, Platoon Data Transformation and Platoon
Data Recovery.

1) System Initialization: Fig. 2 shows the initialization
phase. Specifically, RA conducts the Setup algorithm to
generate and assign the public parameter to each system entity.
Besides, RA runs the EKGen and SKGen algorithms to create
an encryption key and a secret key for each vehicle including
the platoon leaders and followers.

2) Platoon Data Uploading: Fig. 3 depicts the data upload-
ing phase. P L A runs the Encrypt algorithm to encrypt its
platoon data, such as platoon location, location size, platoon
identity, etc., and then forwards them to the vehicle cloud
server unit (VSU) for sharing with P L B .

3) Platoon Data Transformation: Fig. 4 indicates the data
transformation phase. P L B runs the Authorize algorithm to
blind its secret key, and then forwards it to the VSU, which
then runs the Transform algorithm to convert the previous
IBE ciphertext into a new IBBE ciphertext, such that PFs of
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Fig. 5. Platoon data recovery.

Platoon B can use their own secret key to access the same
platoon data.

4) Platoon Data Recovery: Fig. 5 presents the data recovery
phase. For P L B , it needs to run the first step of the Decrypt
algorithm to decrypt the IBE ciphertext. For the PFs of Pla-
toon B, they require to perform the second step of the Decrypt
algorithm to decrypt the IBBE ciphertext. After getting the
specific data of Platoon A, Platoon B can implement the
merging task with Platoon A to form a new platoon.

V. SECURITY PROOFS AND ANALYSIS

In this section, we first prove the correctness of PDSM-FC
and then give the strict security proofs to indicate the strong
security of PDSM-FC. Finally, we elaborate on the security
analysis to demonstrate that PDSM-FC is invulnerable to
impersonation attacks, collusion attacks, and forgery attacks.

A. Security Proofs

Theorem 1: For both IBE and IBBE ciphertexts, a user hav-
ing correct secret keys succeeds in deciphering the ciphertext.

Proof: This theorem can be correctly proved via the
following cases. Specifically,
• for an IBE ciphertext ctid = (c0, c1, c2, R0, R1), a user

with skid = (sk0
id, sk1

id, sk2
id, sk3

id) performs the following
equations to recover M:

k �R = e(sk1
id, R1) = e(H0(id)x , Pr1)

= e(H0(id), Pr1
0 ) = kR,

k �S = e(sk2
id, H1(id∗)) · e(sk3

id, R0)

= e(H0(id)y, H1(id∗)) · e(H0(id), Pr0)

= e(H0(id), (H1(id∗))y) · e(H0(id), Pr0)

= e(H0(id), R0 · ekid∗) = kS,

c�0 = c0 ⊕ k �R ⊕ k �S = M · e(g, u)r1,

M = c�0/e((sk0
id, c1).

• for an IBBE ciphertext ctS = (c�1, . . . , c�5), a user with
sk0

idi
performs the following equations to recover M if

id ∈ S:

A = (e(c�1, u�i,S (θ)) · e(sk0
idi

, c�2))

1
n∏

k=1,k �=i
H2(idk )

= (e(g−s
1 , u

1
θ (

n∏

k=1,k �=i
(θ+H2(idi ))−

n∏

k=1,k �=i
H2(idi ))

)

·e(g
1

θ+H2(idi ) , g
s

n∏

k=1,k �=i
(θ+H2(idi ))

))

1
n∏

k=1,k �=i
H2(idk )

= e(gs, u),

B = ut = c�3/H3(A), M = c�5/e(B, c�4).

From the above process, it’s easy to conclude that this
theorem is correct.

Theorem 2: PDSM-FC can achieve leakage-resistance of
decryption key against collusion attacks as well as realize
traceability if the modified �-SDH assumption holds.

Proof: Assume that a secret key of a delegator with id∗
is retrieved by an adversary A. Then an algorithm B can be
constructed to simulate as a challenger to solve the modified
�-SDH assumption. Given an instance (g0, gθ

0 , gθ2

0 , . . . ,

gθ�

0 , ρ) of the modified �-SDH assumption, the goal of B is
to get the result g1/(θ+ρ)

0 .

• Setup: A polynomial f (x) = ∏�−1
i=1 (x + ti ) with ran-

domly selected values ti ∈ Z∗p is first defined by B.
It is easy to expand the above polynomial to obtain
f (x) = ∑�−1

i=0 ai x i , where ai are the polynomial f ’s
coefficients. After that, B chooses a random τ ∈ Zp ,
computes g = ∏q−1

i=0 (gθ i

0 )aiτ and gθ = ∏q−1
i=0 (gθ i+1

0 )aiτ .
Correspondingly, g = gτ f (θ)

0 and g1 = gτθ f (θ)
0 are implic-

itly set. B also randomly selects ϕ, φ ∈ Zp , computes
v = gϕ

0 , vθ = gθϕ
0 and u = g(θ+ρ)φ

0 . Hence, e(g, u) =
e(gτ f (θ)

0 , g(θ+ρ)φ
0 ) and uθ i = gφθ i+1

0 ·gρφθ i

0 = (g(θ+ρ)φ
0 )θ

i
,

where i ∈ [1, �]. Finally, the public parameter pp =
(g1, v, vθ , u, uθ , uθ2

, . . . , uθ�
, e(g, u)) is returned to A

by B.
• Phases 1 & 2: The following hash functions are modeled

by B as oracle models: H0 : {0, 1}∗ → G0, H2 :
{0, 1}∗ → Z∗p , and H3 : G1 → G0. B starts by building
a table T0 of tuples (idi , ρi , skidi ). For this hash on idi ,
if table T0 contains idi , then it returns ρi . Otherwise,
it returns H2(idi ) = ρi . A gives an identity id∗ and
adaptively makes the following queries to B:

– OSKGen: A gives an identity idi �= id∗ for making
requests of secret key generation for idi . If the
queried secret key for idi is done by A, the cor-
responding secret key skidi in the table list T0 is
returned to A. Otherwise, B uses the correspond-
ing ρi to produce the secret key as below. First,
it defines f �(x) = f (x)/(x + ρi ) = ∏�−1

j=1, j �=i(x +
ρ j ). Also, it is easy to expand f �(x) to obtain
f �(x) = ∑q−2

j=0 b j x j with its coefficients b j . After

that, B computes sk0
idi
= ∏�−2

j=0(gθ j

0 )b jτ , and then

gets sk0
idi
= gτ f �(θ)

0 = g1/(θ+H2(idi )). Finally, B
returns skidi and updates the table T0 with sk0

idi
for

identity idi . If A have queried neither the secret key
sk0

idi
, nor the hash value of idi , then H2(idi ) = ρi

is set. Thus, the secret key sk0
idi

is computed and
the table T0 is also updated as before. Besides,
B randomly picks x �, y � ∈ Z∗p and sets sk1

id =
H0(id)x �, sk2

id = H0(id)y�, sk3
id = H0(id).
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– OAuthorize: A makes requests to generate an autho-
rized token atid∗→Si

from id∗ to the identity set
{Si }nj=1. To produce the authorized token, B sets
H2(id∗) = ρ and records (id∗, ρ, ∗) in T0. Next,
B chooses random values s, t � ∈ Z

∗
p and counts

atid∗→Si
= (s1 . . . , s7), where s1 = g−s

1 , s2 =
us

∏n
i=1(θ+H2(id j )), s3 = H3(e(g, u)s) · ((g0)

τφ
ϕ f (θ) ·

ut �), s4 = v−t � , s5 = H0(id∗)x , s6 = H0(id∗)y, s7 =
H0(id∗). Note that set t = t � + τ

ϕ · f (θ)
θ+ρ , it is simple

to get ut = (g(θ+ρ)φ
0 )

t �+ τ
ϕ · f (θ)

θ+ρ = ut � · g
τφ
ϕ f (θ)

0 and

sk1
id∗ · v−t � = sk1

id∗ · g
ϕ(−t �− τ

ϕ · f (θ)
θ+ρ )

0 = sk1
id∗ · sk−1

id∗ ·
g−ϕt �

0 = v−t � . From the above descriptions, it is easy
to get s3 = H3(e(g, u)s) ·ut , s4 = sk1

id∗ ·v−t . Hence,
atid∗→Si

= (s1 . . . , s7) can be set as an authorized
token.

• Challenge: A returns a part of the valid secret keys sk1
id�

for identity id∗. Since e(uθuρ, sk1
id�) = e(g, u), where

ρ = H2(id∗), it is therefore simple to get sk1
id� = g

1
θ+ρ =

g
θ f (θ)
θ+ρ

0 . For the ratio f (θ)/(θ + ρ) in sk1
id� , we reset the

polynomial f as f (x) = (x + ρ)λ(x)+ ε, where λ(x) =
∑�−2

i=0 λi x i and ε is a constant value from Z∗p . Further,
the ratio f (θ)/(θ + ρ) can be set as f (θ)/(θ + ρ) =∑�−2

i=0 λi x i+ε/(x+ρ). Therefore, sk1
id� can be re-denoted

as sk1
id� = g

τ (
∑�−2

i=0 λiθ
i+ε/(θ+ρ))

0 , where ε �= 0 due to the
fact that f (x) cannot be divided by (x + ρ).

• Guess: B outputs R as a solution to the instance
of the modified �-SDH assumption, where R =
((sk1

id�)
τ−1 �−2∏

i=0
(gθ i

0 )−λi )ε
−1 = (g

∑�−2
i=0 λiθ

i

0 · g
−∑�−2

i=0 λiθ
i

0 ·

g
ε

θ+ρ

0 )ε
−1 = g

1
θ+ρ

0 . Hence, if there exists an adversary
that has some advantages in breaking the security of the
proposed scheme, then the modified �-SDH assumption
can be solved with the same advantage. �

Theorem 3: PDSM-FC is secure against chosen plaintext
attacks if the GDDHE assumption holds.

Proof: Suppose that adversary A can break our PDSM-FC,
then a challenger B can be constructed via interacting with
A to solve the GDDHE assumption. Given an instance
(gθ

0 , . . . , gθ�−1

0 , gθP(θ)
0 , gr1θP(θ)

0 , u0, uθ
0, . . . , uθ2k

0 , ur1θQ(θ)
0 , g0,

Z) of GDDHE assumption, the goal of A is to decide
Z = e(g0, u0)

r1P(θ), where two different generators of
cyclic group G0 are set as g0, u0 and two polynomials
P(x) = ∏�

i=1(x + ρi ),Q(x) = ∏�+k
i=�+1(x + ρi ) own various

roots.
• Setup: A picks a challenge id∗ and submits it

to B. The maximum number of identities who are
authorized to access the data are set as k. In this

way, B sets g1 = P = gθP(θ)
0 , u = u

∏�+k
i=�+2(x+ρi )

0 ,

uθ = u
θ

∏�+k
i=�+2(x+ρi )

0 , . . ., uθk = u
θk ∏�+k

i=�+2(x+ρi )

0 ,

e(g, u) = e(g0, u0)
P(θ)

∏�+k
i=�+2(x+ρi ). Besides, B randomly

selects η ∈ Z∗p and computes v = uη, vθ = uθη. After
that, the following hash functions are also modeled as
oracle models: H0 : {0, 1}∗ → G0, H1 : {0, 1}∗ → G0,

H2 : {0, 1}∗ → Z∗p , H3 : G1 → G0 and H4 : G1 → G1.
Specifically, a table T0 of tuples (idi , ρi , skidi ) is created.
For this hash on idi , if table T0 contains idi , then it
returns ρi . Otherwise, it returns H2(idi ) = ρi . Besides,
B randomly selects x �, y � ∈ Z

∗
p and computes P0 = Px � .

Finally, B sends the initialized public parameter pp =
(g1, v, vθ , u, uθ , . . . , uθk

, P, P0, e(g, h), {Hi }i∈[0,4]).
Note that the master secret key msk = (gP(θ)

0 , θ) is
unknown to B.

• Phases 1 & 2: A adaptively makes the following queries
to B:

– OSKGen: A sends queries of the secret key for an
identity idi �= id∗. If the secret key has been queried
before, then the corresponding secret key is returned
to A. Otherwise, B checks the table T0 to find
the hash value H2(idi ) = ρi , computes sk0

idi
=

g
1

θ+H2(idi ) = g
P(θ)
θ+ρi
0 and sets sk1

id = H0(id)x , sk2
id =

H0(id)y, sk3
id = H0(id), where x, y ∈ Z∗p are picked.

After that, B gives the secret key back to A and
updates the table T0. If neither the secret key sk0

idi
,

nor the hash value of idi is queried by A, then
H2(idi ) = ρi is set. Thus, the secret key sk0

idi
is

computed and the table T0 is also updated as before.
– OAuthorize: A makes requests to generate an autho-

rized token atid∗→Si
from id∗ to the identity set

{Si }nj=1. To produce the authorized token atid∗→Si
,

the secret key is required to be produced. Here a table
list L = (idi ,Si , atidi→Si ) is maintained to store
the information of the authorized token. Two cases
are discussed as below: If idi �= id∗, B produces
the secret key as above. If idi = id∗, skidi cannot
be produced due to the absence of (θ + ρ�+1) in
P(θ). Specifically, the authorized token atidi→Si =
(s1 . . . , s7) can be set as follows.
∗ idi �= id∗: B chooses random values s, t ∈ Z∗p

and counts atid∗→Si
= (s1 . . . , s7), where s1 =

g−s
1 , s2 = us

∏n
i=1(θ+H2(id j )), s3 = H3(e(g, u)s) ·

ut , s4 = sk1
idi
· v−t , s5 = H0(idi )

x �, s6 =
H0(idi )

y�, s7 = H0(idi ).
∗ idi = id∗: B outputs a random authorization

token by randomly choosing s, t ∈ Zp , s4 ∈ G0

and setting s1 = g−s
1 , s2 = us

∏n
i=1(θ+H2(id j )),

s3 = H3(e(g, u)s) · ut , s5 = H0(idi )
x �, s6 =

H0(idi )
y�, s7 = H0(idi ).

For the above cases, B produces the authorized token
atidi→Si and updates the latest list L with recording
(idi ,Si , atidi→Si ).

• Challenge: A gives two equal-length messages
{Mi }i∈{0,1} to B. If a record (id∗,Si , atid∗→Si

) exists
in L and a record (idi , skidi ) exists for all idi ∈ Si ,
B aborts the game. Otherwise, B picks a random
β ∈ {0, 1}, r0 ∈ Z

∗
p , computes R0 = Pr0 and sets,

R1 = Pr1 = gr1θP(θ)
0 . Then, it continues to perform

kR = e(H0(id∗), Rx �
1 ) and kS = e(H0(id∗), R0 ·H1(id�)y�),

where id� is publicly chosen. Besides, it also calculates
c0 = Mb·Z

∏�+k
i=�+2 ρi ·e(gr1θP(θ)

0 , u�(θ)
0 )⊕H4(kR)⊕H4(kS),
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c1 = ur1Q(θ)
0 = u

r1
∏�+k

i=�+2(θ+ρi )(θ+ρ�+1)

0 = ur1(θ+H2(id∗)),
c2 = cη

1 = vr1(θ+H2(id∗)), where �(θ) = 1
θ (

∏�+k
i=�+2(θ +

ρi ) − ∏�+k
i=�+2 ρi ). Note that if Z = e(g0, u0)

r1P(θ),
c0 = Mb ·e(g, u)r1⊕H4(kR)⊕H4(kS). Finally, B produces
a challenge ciphertext ctid = (c0, c1, c2, R0, R1).

• Guess: A outputs a guess β ∈ {0, 1} and B gives the
same guessed bit. In this proof, the advantage of dis-
cerning the well-formed authorized token from a random
authorized token for A is negligible due to the fact
that distinguishing part of well-formed authorized token
(s1 = g−s

1 , s2 = us
∏n

i=1(θ+H2(id j )), s3 = H3(e(g, u)s) ·
ut , s4 = sk1

idi
· v−t ) and part of random one (s�1 =

g−s �
1 , s�2 = us �

∏n
i=1(θ+H2(id j )), s�3 = H3(e(g, u)s �) · ut �) is

negligible, which was proved in [19]. Therefore, if A
with a non-negligible advantage breaks this security
game, then the GDDHE assumption can be solved via
the interaction with A with a non-negligible advantage,
which completes the proof of this theorem. �

Theorem 4: Assume that A can break the authenticity of
our construction with non-negligible advantage, while making
queries from the oracles EKGen, SKGen and the random
oracle H4. Then another algorithm called challenger B can
also be constructed to solve the BDH problem with non-
negligible advantage.

Proof: B is given a challenge BDH instance
(P, Px , Py, Pz). The goal of A is to compute Z = e(P, P)xyz .
The interaction between A and B proceeds as follows:
• Setup: B produces and gives A the public parameter

pp = (B, H0, H1, H4, P0 = Px), where the oracles
H0, H1, H4 are picked and controlled by B.

• Oracle Queries: The following oracle queries are made
and B performs the following steps to give the corre-
sponding responses:

– H0 queries: If idi has been in a tuple (idi , Ti , ρi , ri ) ∈
L1, then return Ti . Otherwise, randomly select ρi ∈
Zp and a coin ri ∈ {0, 1}. If ri = 0, set Ti = Pρi .
Otherwise, set Ti = Pzρi . Finally, add (idi , Ti , ρi , ri )
to L1 and respond Ti to A.

– H1 queries: If id�i has been in a tuple (id�i , Ti , ρi , ri ) ∈
L2, then return Ti . Otherwise, randomly select ρi ∈
Zp and a coin ri ∈ {0, 1}. If ri = 0, set Ti = Pρi .
Otherwise, set Ti = Pzρi . Finally, add (id�i , Ti , ρi , ri )
to L2 and respond Ti to A.

– H4 queries: A list L is maintained to store the
tuples (Ei , hi ) with the record of calls to H4. If Ei

is existed, hi is then returned by B. Otherwise,
randomly pick a hi ∈ G1 and add (Ei , hi ) to L.

– EKGen queries: Let idi denote the input of the
oracle EKGen. B can get H1(idi ) = Ti , where
(idi , Ti , ρi , ri ) is the tuple in L2. If ri = 1, B aborts.
Otherwise, return eki = Pyρi .

– SKGen queries: Let id�i denote the input of the
oracle SKGen. B can get H0(idi ) = Ti , where
(id�i , Ti , ρi , ri ) is the tuple in L1. If ri = 1, B aborts.
Otherwise, return the partial secret key skid�i =
(sk1

id�i
, sk2

id�i
, sk3

id�i
) = (Pxρi , Pyρi , Pρi ).

• Forgery: A sends (ct, id, id∗). Let id = id∗. B performs
the following actions:

– Compute H0(id�) = T and H1(id) = T �. If the coins
ri , r �i are not equal to 0 in both (idi , Ti , ρi , ri ) ∈ L1
and (id�i , T �i , ρ�i , r �i ) ∈ L2, then B aborts. otherwise,
we can learn that sk2

id�i
= Pyzr and H0(id) = Pxr � .

Hence, H4(kS) = H4(e(sk2
id�i

, H1(id))e(sk3
id�i

, R0)),

where e(sk2
id�i

, H1(id)) = e(Pyzr , Pxr �) = Zrr � and

T = sk3
id�i

.

– Parse partial ciphertext ct� as (R0, R1, c0). Compute
ζ = 1/rr � and randomly take the tuple (Ei , hi ).
Return Z � = (Ei · e(T, R0))

ζ .
Please note that our simulation is perfectly done due to the
fact that in the authenticity game the challenge (ct, id, id∗)
satisfies id /∈ OSKGen and ∀id� ∈ OEKGen, id� �= id∗.

B. Security Analysis

Theorem 5: If PDSM-FC is the IND-CPA, LR-CA and
UNF-FA secure, then all the underlying attacks given in the
threat model can be resisted in our constructed vehicle platoon
system.

Proof: As proved in the Theorems 2-5, our vehicle
platoon scheme can be deduced to be secure. The underlying
attacks defined in the threat model are analyzed as below:

1) Impersonation Attacks: The attacks can be reduced as
the attacks in the IND-CPA model. The adversarial goal is
that the attackers can be any unauthorized users who have
no decryption privilege by impersonating legitimate users to
decipher the intended ciphertext. PDSM-FC permits a data
owner to pick a random number to encode the data for an
intended user, such that only the specified user who has an
authorized private key can decode the data. Besides, PDSM-FC
also allows a data user to transform the original ciphertext into
a novel one for a set of intended users, such that only the user
whose identity is within the authorization list can recover the
data. Due to the fact that the secret key is produced according
to its certified identity, non-authorization attackers having no
corresponding private key fail to learn any data content.

2) Collusion Attacks: The attacks can be reduced as the
attacks in the LR-CA model. Their purpose is to decrypt
the valid ciphertext with an invalid decryption key although
the attacker colludes with authorized users or cloud server
to capture partial decryption keys. Note that if the decryption
key is fully leaked to the adversaries, the attackers can directly
recover the encrypted data. Then it is meaningless to measure
the capabilities of attackers. In our work, two random seeds
are chosen to encode the identity of each user. Hence, any
new legitimate secret key via the conjunction of various partial
private keys cannot be produced. That is to say, any malicious
user cannot decipher the data content with a valid secret key
produced via the collusion attacks.

3) Forgery Attacks: The attacks can be reduced as the
attacks in the UNF-FA model. The goal is to forge a valid
encryption key, thus forging a valid ciphertext and passing
the verification. With our scheme, the attackers with invalid
encryption keys fail to forge a valid encryption key since
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TABLE II

FUNCTIONALITY COMPARISONS OF OUR PDSM-FC WITH OTHER RELATED SCHEMES

TABLE III

STORAGE COST COMPARISONS OF OUR PDSM-FC WITH RELATED SCHEMES

every encryption key is created via the master secret key,
which leads to the failure of valid ciphertext generation.
Besides, the collision-resistant hash function is used to hinder
any manipulation of the ciphertexts, which can also result in
the failure of the ciphertext verification due to the collision-
resistant hash function property.

VI. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

In this section, we first qualitatively comapre the func-
tionalities ouf our methodology with related works. Then
we perform theoretical analysis and comparisons in terms
of computation and communication cost. Finally, we conduct
experiments to compare the computation cost of each algo-
rithm in related works to validate the practicality of PDSM-FC.

A. Functionality Comparison

In TABLE II, we conclude the functionality compar-
isons between different categories of related works and our
PDSM-FC in the aspect of cross-domain transformation, data
authenticity, strong security, and identity-based setting. Cross-
domain transformation enables a platoon user (i.e., P L A)
to share its data in a ciphertext format with another vehi-
cle user (i.e., P L B ) who transforms the previous ciphertext
format into another ciphertext format, such that only users
within the authorization list can access it. Data authenticity
implies that the shared data is protected from being forged,
edited or replaced by malicious platoon users. Strong security
means that various malicious attacks such as collusion attacks,
forgery attacks and impersonation attacks, can be resisted with

the proposed scheme to ensure their robustness. Correspond-
ingly, weak security indicates only chosen plaintext attacks
can be blocked in the given scheme. Identity-based setting
implies relatively lower computation costs due to few pairing
computations involved, which ensures the practicality of the
designed scheme. These desirable features make the designed
scheme more practical and appropriate for real-world applica-
tions. From TABLE II, we can learn that the works [13]–[15],
[17], [18] only ensure data authenticity but fail to realize the
rest of the other characteristics. The work [16] can achieve
data authenticity in the identity-based setting and the works
[20]–[32] are constructed in the identity-based setting.
Besides, we can also observe that the works [33]–[35]
enable cross-domain transformation and in which the works
[33], [35] are designed in the identity-based setting. Our
PDSM-FC can simultaneously enable cross-domain transfor-
mation, data authenticity, and strong security in the identity-
based setting. Based on the above analysis, we can summarize
that the listed functionalities can be partially achieved in prior
works while only our PDSM-FC can achieve all the desired
functionalities.

B. Theoretical Analysis

The comparisons of storage and computation costs are
correspondingly summarized in TABLE III and TABLE IV.
Here, the computation cost indicates the running time of
each algorithm in PDSM-FC. For example, the computation
cost of the decryption (Dec) algorithm refers to the time
consumption to implement this algorithm. The communication
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TABLE IV

COMPUTATION COST COMPARISONS OF OUR PDSM-FC WITH RELATED SCHEMES

overhead refers to the storage cost of each algorithm to
produce related parameters. For instance, the communication
cost of the encryption (Enc) algorithm refers to the storage cost
for the final generated ciphertext. Commonly speaking, the
smaller the computation and communication cost, the higher
the performance. For the vehicle platoon applications, since
each vehicle in the platoon may need to access the data to
complete the merging task, it is vital to ensure the smaller
computation and communication cost, especially in the encryp-
tion and decryption phases. In our experiment, we consider
the most costly cryptographic calculations: bilinear maps,
exponentiations in G0 and exponentiations in G1, which are
denoted as p, e0 and e1 respectively. m, n denote the maximum
numbers of system users and users within the authorization
list. Let |G0|, |G1| and |Zp| denote the length of a randomness
in G0, G1 and Zp . A and B denote the computation cost of
the original ciphertext decryption and re-encryption ciphertext
decryption in A�B shown in TABLE IV.

From TABLE III, we can observe that the storage cost
of the public parameter (pp) in the work [26] and PDSM-FC
increases with the maximum number of system users while
that in the works [33], [35] is almost constant. The storage cost
of secret key (sk), authorization token (ak), original ciphertext
(ct) and transformed ciphertext in the works [26], [33], [35]
and PDSM-FC is always constant. We can also learn that
our original ct storage is slightly lower than that of [35] and
slightly higher than that of others [26], [33]. The storage cost
of pp, sk, ak and transformed ct in our PDSM-FC is relatively
higher than that of other works [26], [33]. The reason leading
to this mainly stems from data authenticity guarantee requiring
the storage of more related parameters.

TABLE IV reveals that the computation cost of Setup in the
work [26] and PDSM-FC grows with the maximum number
of system users while it is always constant in other works
[33], [35]. The computation cost of SKGen in our PDSM-FC
is constant, smaller than that in [33], [35] but slightly higher
than that in [26]. The computation cost of Encrypt in all the
listed works is constant, and that in ours is slightly higher
than that in others [26], [33], [35]. The computation cost
of Authorize in the work [26] and our PDSM-FC follows a
linear relationship with the number of authorized identities
while that in others [33], [35] is constant. The computation
cost of decrypting the original ciphertext in PDSM-FC is
constant, slightly higher than that in [33], [35] while that in
the work [26] increases linearly with the number of authorized

identities [33], [35]. The computation cost of re-encrypted
ciphertext decryption in PDSM-FC and the work [26] also
linearly correlated with the number of authorized identities
and is constant in other works [33], [35]. The computation
cost of Transform in PDSM-FC is constant, slightly higher
than that in [33], but much lower than that in the work [35],
while that in the work [26] increases linearly with the number
of authorized identities.

To summarize, our PDSM-FC enables constant sizes of
secret key and ciphertext as well as constant numbers of
encryption and decryption operations regardless of the shared
vehicle identities. It only needs to perform one encryption to
securely realize one-to-many data sharing with different pla-
toon vehicles. This is much more efficient than the decryption-
then-broadcasting solution which needs to repeatedly conduct
multiple encryption operations under different public keys of
various platoon vehicles. Therefore, PDSM-FC is more stable
and scalable for real-world applications with arbitrary numbers
of shared vehicles.

C. Experimental Analysis

We run simulations to empirically compare our solution
with prior works. We implement the cryptographic operations
with Java. We adopt the Intellij IDEA-2018.2.5, Java 8 and the
latest JPBC library [38] for simulations. All the experiments
are conducted in a Lenovo server, which has 512GB SSD,
1TB mechanical hard disk, Intel(R) 8 Core(TM) i7-7820HK
CPU@2.9 GHz and 16GB RAM. Besides, a supersingular
elliptic curve denoted as E(Fq) : z2 = r3 + r is used for
our experimental simulations. Fig. 6 shows the comparisons of
the computation cost at the registry authority and server side
for different algorithms. From Fig. 6(a), we can obtain that
the computation cost of the Setup algorithm in PDSM-FC and
XJW+ [26] increases linearly with the number of system users
while that in other works (MA [33] and JNL+ [35]) are almost
stable regardless of the number of system users. The cost in
PDSM-FC is much lower than that in XJW+, but slightly
higher than that in MA and JNL+. From Fig. 6(b), we can
conclude that the computation cost of Setup algorithm in all
compared works are almost constant. The cost in PDSM-FC
is much lower than that in MA and JNL+ but a bit higher
than that in XJW+. From Fig. 6(c), it is easy to see that the
computation cost of the Transform algorithm in XJW+ and
JNL+ increases with the number of user identities while that
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Fig. 6. Comparison of costs at the registry authority and the server side for Setup, SKGen and Transform algorithms.

Fig. 7. Comparison of costs at the client side for Encrypt, Authorize and Decrypt algorithms.

in PDSM-FC and MA is almost constant irrespective of the
number of user identities. The cost in PDSM-FC is much lower
than XJW+ and JNL+ but slightly higher than MA.

Fig. 7 shows the comparisons of computation cost at the
client side. From Fig. 7(a), it is intuitive to conclude that the
computation cost of the Encrypt algorithm in all works keeps
stable and is independent of the number of identities. The
cost in our PDSM-FC is a bit higher than that in other works.
This is because achieving data authenticity requires more com-
putation operations. Specifically, the reason resulting in this
inefficiency mainly stems from that the encryption key parts
associated with an identity of an encryptor are used for secure
signature generation in the encryption part, which directly
leads to the relatively long-length ciphertext. As seen from
Fig. 7(b), the computation cost of the Authorize algorithm in
PDSM-FC and XJW+ follows a linear relationship with the
number of user identities while that in MA and JNL+ is almost
constant. We can learn from Fig. 7(c) that the computation cost
of the Decrypt algorithm on the original ciphertext in XJW+
increases linearly with the number of user identities while that
in JNL+, MA and PDSM-FC is almost stable. Besides, we can
observe that the computation cost of the Decrypt algorithm on
the original ciphertext in PDSM-FC is slightly higher than
that in JNL+ and MA. From Fig. 7(d), we can conclude
that the computation cost of the Decrypt algorithm on the
transformed ciphertext in XJW+ and PDSM-FC grows with
the number of user identities while that in MA and JNL+
is almost stable. Besides, we can know that the computation
cost of the Decrypt algorithm on the transformed ciphertext in
PDSM-FC is almost the same as that in XJW+ but a bit higher
than that in JNL+ and MA. This is because decrypting long-
length transformed ciphertext of course needs to consume lots
of computing resources.

To summarize, the computation cost at the client side is
relatively low (within 0.15s) in PDSM-FC, which makes it
practical for the real-world applications.

VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS

In this paper, we propose PDSM-FC, a privacy-preserving
data share mechanism with flexible cross-domain authoriza-
tion for intelligent autonomous vehicle platoon. With our
PDSM-FC, not only the authenticity of shared platoon data
but also flexible cross-platoon authorization can be achieved
without any exposure of the authorization token privacy
and platoon data content. We give comprehensive security
analysis and proofs to demonstrate the practicality of our
PDSM-FC in resisting different types of attacks. Theoretical
and experimental evaluations indicate the effectiveness and
robustness of PDSM-FC in comparison with existing state-
of-the-art solutions.

In the future, we will extend our PDSM-FC to achieve
more stronger security against the chosen ciphertext attacks.
Additionally, we are interested in exploring more practi-
cal functionalities based on our PDSM-FC, such as vehicle
identity anonymity, dynamic membership updating, forward
security, etc.
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